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Warm R&B and soul grooves compliment the elegant delivery of one honest voice. Devoid of

sensationalism or shock value this record never panders to pop fads and will remain viable long after the

"next big thing". 10 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, BLUES: Rhythm  Blues Details: Debbi Walton has

been selected as a Finalist for the 2006 Independent Music Awards. Her latest release "Still Your Fool" is

up for Album of the Year in the R&B category. Debbi Walton was a 2005 Finalist in the Austin Music

Foudation's Incubator Program. Debbi's mother raised her on love and R&B. Otis Redding, Sam Cooke,

Fats Domino, James Brown, Ray Charles, and Jimmy Reed were as much a part of her childhood as

Kool-Aid and hot summer days. With a heavy soul meter, and huge voice Debbi Walton's fourth CD

release "Still Your Fool"is a mature, built-to-last collection of solid tunes and performances. Lovingly

constructed by producer Stephen Doster, this record explores the theme of love from serious, playful and

confidently independent perspectives. Warm R&B and soul grooves compliment the elegant delivery of

one honest voice. Devoid of sensationalism or shock value, this record never panders to pop fads and will

remain viable long after the "next big thing". Fans of legendary purists like Etta James or Delbert

McClinton as well as lovers of newer more eclectic voices like Ryan Adams or the blues-pop-rock stalwart

Bonnie Raitt will recognize their influences on the compositions and performances. This record supplies

"radio friendly" hooks on: Thinking It'll Never Rain, Draggin' In, Right Next To You, Know Love, and Can't

Find Nobody as well as deeper album cuts like No One Left or the red bouquet of How's About It.

Masterfully sequenced, the record as a whole stands up to play over and over again.
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